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LANGUAGE TESTING: MAKING A DECISION ON THE BASIS OF OBSERVED
BEHAVIOUR AND 'TAPPED' KNOWLEDGE

Jan van Weeren (Cit0. Netherlands;

0 Introductory remarks

In this paper I will present a rather general framework
concerning the linguistic background of language testing. I will
stress the tact that a test is not just a set of valid items,
but that it is essentially

an instrument with a specific function.
Various aspects of tests will be discussed, such as the problem
of gathering relevant information

from testscores, in order to
make decisions. A test for immigrint teachers is taken as an
example. The results of this test will be related to the general
framework presented at the beginning.

1 The nature of language proficiency

By saying that someone it proficient in a foreign language
we imply that he or she is able to perform in that language, is
able to show actual foreign language

behaviour, in short, that he
has a certain behavioural ability.

There are several ways to look
at this ability when it is necessary to measure language
proficiency. It can be measured on the basis of actual authentic
language behaviour, by determining the quality of specimens of
authentic language behaviour. But it is also possible to consider
this behavioural ability as a fora of tacit, implicit knowledge
which underlies authentic language

behaviour, but which does not
necessarily need to be evaluated through

this behaviour. One can
specify which tasks someone must be able to perfbrm on the basis
if his assumed tacit knowledge of a language, without these tasks
necessarily taking the for' of authentic language behaviour. In a
third approach to this behavioural

ability evaluation takes place
by virtue of the individual's explicit knowledge about a language.
A testee is expected to be able to state the rules concerning the
use of the simple present and the progressive

term in English, to
rattle off the paradigms ,fie sums, to 6:,_11_elt, nous sommes,
vous lies, ils sont in French, or ThTiiclitenr

shes URc fiddlier terms in German. This explicit
knowledge was traditionally considered as en important precondition
for writing in a foreign language. In short: Evaluation of
language proficiency as behavioural ability seals to be possible,
firstly by observing authentic

language behaviour, secondly by an
examination of the tacit knowledge that underlies language
behaviour and thirdly by testing the acquired explicit knowledge.
In the following I will discuss these

approaches successively.
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1.1 Evaluation by means of authentic language behaviour

Evaluation o f t anguage proficiency as a behavioural ability
by means of authentic language behaviour entails a method which is
extremely face-valid. If you want to know if a person can take part
in a foreign language conversation, you make him or her participate
in it. If you went to know if he or she is able to read a text of a

specific type, you put questions to him that test his comprehemeion
of the text, or, alternatively, you make her emits a precis.
As a rule, there will be no objections to such an approach. It is
clear and 2bvlous that the procedure makes sense. Add to this that
the method entails a positive black wash effect: as a result of the
way of testis' matters are trained in school that are actually
required outside school.

However, whom the testing expert comes in a number. as
will arise that increases the more the language behaviour
observation resembles the language behaviour that we meet i
practice. Wean beings usually do not read texts in order tv mower
a fixed set of media, corfiehension questions, but in order to
realize specific goals that can vary with the individual and the
situation. Moir reading comers/tension can express itself in various
Ws. Distinct aspects of the text may be relevant for some, but
not for others.

However, testing will require a certain amount of standardiza-
tion. A conversation which is truly free and open is known for the
sort of evaluatiostal problems that are related to the reliability
of retie". Regarding the free conversation there is yet another
source of unreliability, that is: the testees themselves. Not
everyone will be able to speak just as easily about any topic.
One should consider factors as empathy and affective thresholds,
factors that have very little to do with language proticieNCY
(lladerbIll 1183).

Another prohlem is that of content validity: to what extent
can observations cf incidental 'move's behaviour provide us
reliable and caplets lafornatIon about the testee's behavioural
ability, that the tester is to judge evestuallY1

1.2 Evaluatign Weems of tasks based on implicit knowledge 1,

Specific tasks based on capabilities that are linked up witil
implicit lemewledge of a lessees can be dnrived flue treditioxei.
generative lingwistics. This discipliee operates on the basis at
the MOM Of cempeteace. Linguistic competence is generally 4

defined is the individual's knowledge of the structure of his
language. ON the basis of this knowledge a Native speaker is able
to sake jeftimesis about his 11010110 systa resulting from his
'true 11ageltkfc ietmitIone. He is able to discriminate beam.
w,11 -*seed and set well-formed sentences and to distinguish
semmatipal differ cos and Stnilaritiee in Seetleces that belle@
to his 1 Ay

OelriFexpended the Chookyan concept of linguistic
competence communicative competence. Competence rosins
underlying knowledge, but is expanded to include all the aspecta
of knowledge that affect communicative behaviour. On the basis of
this knowledge a motive speaker is able to judge net only the

3
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grammaticality of
sentences, but also the

appropriateness ofutterances. His knowledge does not confine itself to the languageas a grammatical system,
but is expanded to the use of the languege.The native speaker

knows whether and to what degree something isappropriate, that is, adequate, fortunate
and soccessflol inreation to a context in Witch it is used and evelisitet.Tasks that invoke

capabilities linked up with impiicitknowledge are very common in treditionul
lampagw tests, not somuch because of the fact that these tests are explicitly baud onthe theoretical implicatiuns of the concept of

, asbecause of the necessary concessions one has to en test-theoretical grounds if language behaviour is to he tested,I will give
you two examples of this

typo of 116111W1

figure 1

tasa's maw mew= Ks fal. in mangeD
2) me

3) MY
la we

One might say that this item is testing
the implicit knowledge of asalectional restrictioe

rule (liodelltest VHS Zertifikat English,item 46).

figure 2

iBIBMilbt.111
A emalba In

I) lbw Doom amart ca arenas t
Esi-a stout roaWL cat mew t

Awe xounruen ca AMYL ?
1111 Amara woe moo awe ?

All utterances
are well-formed. but uaiy

one is appropriate in thiscontext; the testae
must possess soma communicative cuipetes3;Standardpro French,

Lindblad 1913, p. 57).
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From a theoretical point of view the concept of communicative
competence is too hybrid. although the concept of linguistic
competence cannot be said to be theoretically unccmplicated. either.
From a pragmatical point of view. hrwever, the concept of competence
gives support to many traditional language tests.

The mein question is how test data obtained by means of its
based on such tasks, relate to the behavioural ability that we aim at.

It can be hypothesized that the attained level of performance
on these tasks gives us an indication of someone's language
proficiency as behavioural ability. To put it in a different way:
the obtained performance data will represent SOW measure of language
proficiency.

A testing procedint which is based on tasks that a testae must
be able to perlora in virtue of his campetene shares the problem
of content validity with the evaluation by means of authentic
language behaviour. Every testing procedure has to confine itself
to a sample of possible performaere. It is necessary to indicate or
to test empiricalig to what extent such a sample is representative.

The hypothesis that testing based on tasks fitting the concept
of competence en one hand and .he evaluation of authentic language
behaviour on the other hand will yield equivalent infermetion about
language proficiency as behavioural ability. can be tested
empiricaly. This can be done by determining the concurrent
validity of two alternative testforms. Clark (1972) found, for
example. correlations from .82 -,92 !rebate the FSI -interview ace
a battery of objective tests for vocabulary and structures.

rests consisting of tasks 2Nat the testes must be sale to
perform because of his implicit knowledge of a language, have the
aidvanttge of the possibility of an objective form. An exclusive use
of this type of test in instructional settings, however, will
inevitably carry with it the disadvantage of an undesirable
backwash affect, unless particular measures concerning the
curriculum have been provided against this effect. Otherwise
educational activities will foots on learning tasks of an abstract
nature sad treining of the actual use of the language will be
neglected.

1.3 Fveluation by testing oxplicit knowledge

In respect to the font of testing that focuses oc explicit
language knowledge we can be brief. As early as half a century ago
it was stated that knowing about a language end knowing of a

language are two different INTiii. Explicit knowledge ofFule, is
neither a necessary, rear a sufficient condition for a successfni
and all -roved language use. The first is proven by native speters
of a language who did not receive any formal schonling in linguistics.
the second by greener school pupils who, though having a thoeough
command of explicit ruins, ca-not speak a word of Latin or Greek.
A toerhine process that prepares for this kind of testing should be
considered as philology. rather then as language teaching.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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2 Test functions

It is remariuble that
&song applied linguists the form aria

theoretical background of test items art the main topics under
discussion. They mistakenly call a set of test items a test,
whereas a test is essentially a different thing, namely a
measuring instrument that provides

useful information to be useo
in decision making. In this respect linguists are a bit like
instrument makers wia. talk about

a clinical thermometer and think
that the thermometer is good if the, column of mercury is in
different positions with different

persons and in the same position
with the semi person under conditions of repeated measurement.However, a clinical thermometer

is only fit if it provides
infoneation that enables the user to decide if he or she shouldstay in bad,

consult a doctor. should
Wm medicine= or hasreachat: period of fertility.

In the same way a te.t wst proviOe information that enables us toincisions of the following kind:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The concrete test I would like to discuss meant to support a
prcess of making decisions of the first kind. The testees were
groups of teachers who had come frar various countries: Turkey,
Morocco, Spain, Italy, Jugoslavia, Portugal. Greece and Tones's,
to teach their native Impale aad °Mu:, to g -cups of children
with the saw cultural background in primary schools. The treatment
offered was a special course that would make them fully qualified
teachers in primary schools. It was observed that these teachers
were not integrated into the teaching staffs, mainly because of the
fact that they were not qualified to teach any other subject but
their native laneuage and culture. Neither were they allowee to
teach other pupils than those of their own culture. In order to
further the integration and to widen the scope of these teachers
the course would give then the opportunity to acquire a full
qualification. The criterion in the flowchart would consequently
cover the objectives of a regular college of education.

To set an entrance level It was required that the candidate

embers of the mores bad a satisfactory oral command of the
Dutch lrguage sv that they could communicLte rather fluently.

On the authority of the inspectorate this nequirseett vas

tightened up. To a certain extent connend of the Dutch language was
required at the level of pupils In the lest form of higher level
secondary schools. The inspectorate had its reasons for this: the
course 104u14 only take two years and after finis..Ing it thews
Wickert would be formally qualified to teach the Dutch laispage
to back citildrea in primary scisools!

Ce the jails of these requiremeets globe) selectioaal criteria
mere set.

Cite, that is the Dutch Nationel Institute of Educations)
Niasuremeet, was &tripod with their operatirnalization.

3 Choice and development of the lestrument

With tee ttaoretical considerations pia forward at the leginnirg
of this paper in mind it was Wee to obtain information about the
lessgsage proficasecy of the trebles in two different ways: firstly
by eliciting and evaluating authentic language behaviour and
secondly by adalnistreting items that weuld measure the underlying
implicit knowledge.
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3,1 The oral proficiency subtess

For the evaluation of language behaviour the following type of
oral proficiency test was designed. It consists of about 15 stimuli
requiring the testees to play a certain part in a situational
dialogue. The stimuli are presented verbally. In most of the cases
a response is prompted by mesas of t picture, for example:

AT Ti( POLICE STATION

One day you discover your toilet is
station.

Good morning, an officer says. What

+ re you Lou w .9st dour
u tell as what was in r

Theta stimuli are followed by circa
life in Helloed.

missing. You go to the police

can I do foryouf /.../ Could
Picr-lirrin=1 Nave yoi any

wallet? (picture 2)7 7..7 etcetera.

15 pen )ref volutions about their

The respaases ware each judged on ietelligibility/appropriattness
and correctness. To each response a maximum of 6 points could be
assigned. The maxima meant that a response was perfect: appropriate
in the context Owen, perfectly intelligible and completely correct
in a iremeatical Wee. S poip-s were assigned if the response was
intelligible and appropriate, although some minor mistakes were made.
If it took some effort be madersteed the response as * result of
certain immortant lexical or grammatical mietebes, 3 points were
assigned. If a mimes was either not forthcoming sr net
intelligible or not appropriate at all, 1 peint wee assigned. In
all cases one point was deducted if repetitiSe of the Stimulus
was necessary.
In this rating system a sue total of 100 points with 30 itmes means
that all responses are perfect: intelligible, appropriate and
completely correct. There is a rapid decrease Is degree of
c=orrectness: a score of 150 points seems that the overage response
is appropriate and intelligible, but mo more them that. With lower
scant a general approyriatemos and intelligibility is pry erred
:Nlr a relative long period. Understanding tabus saw effort nit"
scores bslow 140. With a score of ltO or 110 polite sever."
scsumderstandiags also and memumicetlen will start to break
dna*.

Testing processors' like this one based em art tt language
behaviour, have the additional advantage of amdiffei es to apply
natPral, that is to say, common sense criteria ahem ors -off- scores

have to be determined. Criteria such Of *Wei Cemeand of °bah on
a near-Wive level' or 'Wee oh, to ashy oneself vmderstood* can
almost ilemediately be translated iota a score so the bell
proficiency test. An *templet:Who Was item lfet rat* system of

FSI-interview: a 'tetanal clitoris, related to overt language
behaviour corresponds directly le a apeoffic test ewe.

In the case of the teacher and the test mentioted above the
roquirement of oral proficiency was spspretimmelied ss a sufficient
degree of &appropriateness mad itotelligibility inert) impression
3S measured ,y the test. With ease sefeNymaegemlflie Cetrorf-score
was tot .11 1$ points. nor
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3.2 Testing implicit knowledge

For the measurement
of implicit language

knowledge three sub-tests were composed.
One of them aimed at

vocabulary and structure:at the implicit knowledge
of rules concerning

the derivation ofwords, synonymy. the use of conjunctions and the building ofsentences. It consisted of multiple-choice items of a ratherstreightforard type. The
multiple-choice items in the secondsubtest focused on the orthography of

changeable and unchangeablewords. This part
leaned heavely on the quality of literacy trainingin Dutch. Therefore it was more like

an achievement measure than anindicator of language
proficiency. The third

subtest consisted of adoze test in multiple-
choice - format. In fragments

taken fromtranscriptions of newscasts
every 5th or 7th word was deleted.Distractors were obtained by administrating an open version ofthe test with foreign

university students. With regard to theunderlying knowledge measured by this Ooze test it can be concludedthat widely different
aspects were involved.

Apart from lexicalfluency the test required from the testers that they could processdivergent structure) and logics-sementical
informatine in thecontext.

3.3 Setting a cwt-off -score for tests based on implicit knowledge
There are no neturel, that is. column

sense criteria for thedetermination of a cut-off-score in tests that are focused onlinguistic and
communicative competence. It is not possible heformulate such a criterion

in terms of observable
and functionallanguage behaviour testes% art expected

to show. ror lack ofnature) criteria the setting of a cut-off-score
will depend onthe test itself. In

consequence. the outcome is essentiallyarbitrary. I will sketch
two current standard procedures.According to the first method a group of testes sets its ownnorm. After the administration

of a test the mean score of tkegroup is calculated and
the cut-off-score is set somewhere belowthe moan ('or example

at a distance of twice the stands-d errorof measurement). In the second method a group of experts is todetermine slut they consider as a passable or not passable perfemanceon the test. This can be done in an informal
way, by discussion andConsensus. or following to

some fennel procedure (for example thatof Nedelsty. Angoff or Da Sroot). A combination
of both methodsis allied in centralized final examinations in Dutch secondaryschools. A preliminary

cut-off-score iw sot on a intuitive basis.Dependieg on wasn't'
testresults an adjustment is mode ifnecessary. The percentages of pupils that past or fail should

serreeimelety equal those of
previous years. This is a propermethod if testpopulations

are sufficiently stale each year withregard to their
educational background.

3.4 The choice of a reference poottrtton

In some cases there may be an opportunity to
set a norm in anempirical my by introducing a well-defined

reference populaC-rqe.To Own an wimple. if the language
proficiency of a target

,population should squat
the proficiency Wei of the average

.
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succesful foreign university students, this norm can be obtained
by pretesting.

This solution presented itself with the test for the foreign
teachers. I remind you of the fact that not only a functional oral
comawmd of the second language was required. but also some practical
knowledge of Dutch on the level of pupils in the last form of
higher level general secondary schools. These are five-form schools
following primary education for pupils between the ages of 12 and 1/.
These provided us with a clear-cut reference population.

The intended norm was defined as the score that altyone could
reach who was good enough to reach the last fere. At first sight
finding this norm seemed very easy. However, we were confronted
with a slight complication.

Pretesting would depend on voluntary participation. The test
would not have any consequences for the pretest population. Thus
there was a change that some pupils would take it less seriously.
Apart from sabotage we had to consider the fact that one pupil or
Orr other would have en off-day. For that reason it was rather
'!..ingerous to define the norm as the lowest score of the selectcl

pretest population. Therefore it seemed reasonable to take that
score as a norm that was two standard deviations below the mean

score. With the expected distribution of scores this norm would be
reached by circa 95 percent of the pupils.

A pretest was carried out with the following results:

RESULTS OF THE REFERENCE POPULATION (1983)

n KRM i f< 14-2,,

votaoulary and structures 111 .6.0 .94 2.7

orthogroony III .86 .89 ,3
cicire 249 ,92 .91 4,4

The high reliability coefficients for orthography and Ooze gavefood for thought. It might very well have beep that some pupilsI
not do their utmost. The its -analysis of the clot* test revealed
that several it were skipped at the end, that is, no wirers
were given. If this occurs systematically, that is, if the same
taste's skipped each of these items, reliability is flattered.
Pretest results of a similar test in 1904 are mere realistic from
this point of view:

Fa SOL TS Of THE NET Eir_HCF, POPULATION (1984)

n

6n6 ---rucJAWS 113

KR20 i< N-20,

.45 .96 0
193

193 .63 .98 0
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Still, relisbility of the Ooze test is quite high, in view of the

impressive percentage of correct answers However, extremely low

scores did not occur anymore.
After the pretest;ng of the reference population norms were set

5ollowing the procedure dr,cribed.

4 listresult;

Admir,istration of the test with 87 immigrant teachers yielded

the following results:

,cabulary and structures

orthog re rainy

clam

speaking prof.

number of
1 tees

11.1710/a

10 .75

.96 .56

100 .96 .52

30 .96 .67

Obviously the speaking proficiency test was much easier than the

other sOtests. No wonder. in view of the fact tnet only a Basic

Ditsrpersoisai Communication ShiE (Cumins 1979) was involved,

without the requirement of native speaker proficiency.

The misting of the 'incited responses on the speaking proficiency

test was carried 04d coy rotating pairs of rater:. Each rater

assigned his scores independently. The inter-rater-reliability

was surprisingly high. To a certain degree this could be explc.ed

by the katerogemity of the teStpopulation.

Nirs elf retire R

A/B .98

A/C A9
6/0

.96

the follOwinip coaffidastx heimen iariosA

were found;

kat x voc443, 6 stnict. .76

Ooze x orthography -74

doze x speaking prof. _71

vocah_ ii struct. x orthography

i-yaaking prof. x mom). A struct. .68

iipmaxing prof. x urtnography j)S-
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5 Conclusions and disraissioi,

Oa the basis of these modest results we could not reject the
hypothesis that the measurement of language proficiency can be
done by evaluation of language behaviour as well as by the testins
of implicit knowledge. Instruments of both types do provide
equivalent results. Now these instruments relate to each other may
appear frog the following survey:
9 candidates with a sufficient score on the speaking proficiency
test passed the vocabulary and structures subtest as well as the
Ooze test. Poly one of the candidates scoring just below the
cut-off-score of the speaking prof:cieficy test (scares ranging from
140 to 144 points) passed both the vocabulary and sttectureo subte c
and the clots test. Another candidate passed the Ooze test only.
Below 140 points just one candidate passed both sebtests. If we had
eased our selection decisions exclusively en the Wants vocabulary
and structures and the close test, folly three MiSeleSSifications
.mold have resulted in that three candidates out of 87 with an
insufficient speaking proficiency would have passed the tett.

With regard to the possibility of elsclessifiatioes the
results of the subtest orthography were more problemetic. Of the
ca-didates that passed the speaking proficiency test 16 passed the
orthography test as well. but among the candidates just below the
cut-off-score there still were four of them that passed the
orthography test. and with lower scores there even were six!

It is obvious that orthography is linked up with language
knowledge. but to a large extent it can be acgaired as an isolated
system, especially if it is confined to eenerel rules. Those who
passed the orthography subtest with a deficient speaking proficiency,
might have acquired the:r knowledge by their unflagging energy in
language classes.

This illustrates the necessity to take the factor language
background into consideration when testing language proficiency
(Cziko 1984). Language background refers to the type of contact
the testees have had with to second language and the opportunity
they hcve had for acquiring the various aspects of the language.
If this language background consists of a language course where
writing skills are emphasized. language proficiemcy might be
flattered if these skills are much represented in the evaluation
procedure. If, on the other hand, the various aspects of a
language are trained in a more balanced way, distinct aubtests
will represent language proficiency as a whole more adequately.
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